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Signe Westerberg for Liverpool
  

28th May, 2013. 

The General Manager 

Liverpool City Council  

Locked Bag 7064, 

LIVERPOOL BC 1871 NSW 

 

Emailed to GM  & lcc@liverpool.nsw.gov.au

 

Dear Sirs, 

 

Ref: 2011/6207. Opera

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the drafts on Public exhibition.

 

I believe the document provides a fairly broad 

clarifies specific instances as well as it could. The seven directions are much the same as the 

previous document only re-jigged and while this isn’t a problem there seems to be little change 

thereby questioning the additional input of the community.

 

I would like to see more attention given to finishing some of the major projects, for instance 

finishing off Pioneer Memorial Park, completing work on Bigge Park and a better explanation of 

how some roads are chosen over others, for instance if public outcry bore additional weight 

over similarly degraded roads in the same area etc.

 

I also saw considerable reference to how our plan was guided by WSROC and the State 

government and while the State may have signif

and/or should. WSROC is a tool used by councils to garner better pricing and services not to act 

as an overarching voice of direction or guidance.

 

I am very concerned that council has not been true to its wor

special rate variation was introduced it was presented to the community (I heard and 

questioned no less than 4 times) as an alternative to borrowing money, what in fact has 

happened is we, the rate payer had the SRV imposed and

excess of $20m. Saying that additional borrowings were in any way less important because they 

used already committed repayments from loans who had reached their term or because they 

had a reduced interest rate is pretty 

who take the time to read, research, listen and comment. We were sold a bag of goods and 

have been told that the variation will be sought again in 2014. If council makes commitments to 

the community they should, they must adhere to them, if not making the whole consultation 

process a sham and insulting. Also insulting was the comment last year that as it was interest 

free it didn’t’ count as a debt and I resent the community being considered foolish en

believe this. 
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2011/6207. Operational, Delivery and Strategic Plans

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the drafts on Public exhibition.

I believe the document provides a fairly broad base from which to build although I don’t think it 

clarifies specific instances as well as it could. The seven directions are much the same as the 

jigged and while this isn’t a problem there seems to be little change 

ioning the additional input of the community. 

I would like to see more attention given to finishing some of the major projects, for instance 

finishing off Pioneer Memorial Park, completing work on Bigge Park and a better explanation of 

chosen over others, for instance if public outcry bore additional weight 

over similarly degraded roads in the same area etc. 

I also saw considerable reference to how our plan was guided by WSROC and the State 

government and while the State may have significant directional say I am not sure WSROC does 

and/or should. WSROC is a tool used by councils to garner better pricing and services not to act 

as an overarching voice of direction or guidance. 

I am very concerned that council has not been true to its word about borrowings, when the 

special rate variation was introduced it was presented to the community (I heard and 

questioned no less than 4 times) as an alternative to borrowing money, what in fact has 

happened is we, the rate payer had the SRV imposed and council has continued to borrow in 

excess of $20m. Saying that additional borrowings were in any way less important because they 

used already committed repayments from loans who had reached their term or because they 

had a reduced interest rate is pretty poor form and an insult to those of us in the community 

who take the time to read, research, listen and comment. We were sold a bag of goods and 

have been told that the variation will be sought again in 2014. If council makes commitments to 

hey should, they must adhere to them, if not making the whole consultation 

process a sham and insulting. Also insulting was the comment last year that as it was interest 

free it didn’t’ count as a debt and I resent the community being considered foolish en
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For a number of years the community has asked for more detail in the delivery/operational 

program and sadly I don’t think this is happening. Large swathes of money are listed without 

any real detail in how the amounts come about. One example of this is the Chief executives 

expenses, residents are entitled to see where the dollars go and $1.9m for that office alone 

without explanation seems excessive. One can deduce that the $476,925 was in some way 

related to the General Managers pay scale and benefits but a total of $1.9m leaves quite a large 

amount basically unaccounted for as far as detail is concerned especially when staff costs are 

zero. Of course the same is said throughout the document that was just the smaller amount to 

highlight and while residents are prepared to look read and comment council should provide 

reasonable detail or explanation. 

 

I also believe more detail should be shown on councillor expenses, where and what is paid for 

from the community purse. Most reasonable people would expect that councillors are 

educated in some way, reimbursed for council expenditure and council should genuinely 

providing detailed information from which the community can base their view. Spending as 

much money as one has to; to produce a document like this seems fair and reasonable, 

including such information that the reader is actually provided with sufficient data that they 

understand the costs involved and where their rate dollar is directed. 

 

It is also unacceptable that when a surplus is created by coming in under budget on projects 

that it can be simply redirected on the floor of council without due diligence and reasonable 

research, this is a failing in the system and should be rectified. When a project comes in under 

budget those funds are not for councillors to simply squander or support personal whims, 

allegiances or pet projects. This happened on several occasions in the previous term and is 

wilfully being done again in this. These dollars should be returned to the area from which they 

were generated and used to reduce the backlog of projects awaiting completion. 

 

I hope as much attention is given to the reduced rates of the Carbon price (next year) as has 

been given to the costs incurred this year on electricity delivery so the community will see the 

relative and important differences. 

 

Again I note that increases in the use of community facilities while small may be prohibitive to 

those in the community wishing to use a meeting room or hall. Is it not better to lease a room 

for slightly less than for it to lay dormant for extended periods of time? In a community that 

struggles as is oft the case in Liverpool, leniency is preferred over vacancy in my opinion and 

consideration of how many of the facilities are fully booked should be a determining factor 

when considering rate rises.  

 

Are the proposed changes in the parking system in the council meeting 29/5/13 being reflected 

in the income expected from the budget and will the shortfall render other projects unviable? 

 

Will all funding from the parking initiative be directed to future parking facilities or is it as 

Mayor Mannoun indicated at the Gift of Time event being used for initiatives like the luncheon 

he attended. This too would be against a commitment made to the community and would be 

unacceptable. 
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Finally it should be noted that of the eleven councillors only two used the opportunity to listen 

to the community in regards to these draft documents at community forums and consultations. 

This is regrettable and unfortunately a regular occurrence that leaves one thinking they care 

little for what the community considers important enough to attend themselves. 

On the whole this document has considerable information but doesn’t provide detail sufficient 

for someone to assess its viability as no comparisons or comparative detail is enclosed. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment. 

Kind regards, 

 

 

Signe Westerberg (Mrs) 

Resident, Business Owner and proud Liverpudlian. 
 


